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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Z and 37 be complex Hilbert spaces and let A be a norm closed 
self-adjoint linear subspace of the bounded operators B(X) on X contain- 
ing the identity operator. If we denote by B(A, 2)’ the positive maps in 
the set B(A, 2) of bounded linear maps of A into B(X) we shall in the 
present paper study the extension problem for maps in B(A, 2”)’ to maps 
in B(B(X), X)‘. 
To do this we shall introduce cones of maps with special positivity 
properties. The cones are roughly described as follows, for details, see the 
definitions in Section 2. We start with a cone K in &B(X), X) + satisfying 
some natural topological and invariance conditions. If F denotes the trace 
class operators on X then B(A, X) is isometric to (A 6 F)*, and 
B(A, 2)’ corresponds to the functionals which are positive on the cone 
A+ @ F+ generated by tensors Cq@b, with SEA+, b.EF+. The self- 
adjoint elements XEA 6 5 such that r @ a(x) is a positive operator in 
B(X@O) for all CLE K, where i denotes the identity map, form a cone 
P(A, K) in A & F. We say a map q4 E B(A, X) is K-positive if its image 
6~ (A 6 F)* is positive on P(A, K). Our extension theorem for positive 
maps now states that if 4 is K-positive then it has a K-positive extension in 
B(B(X), X)‘. This result subsumes Arveson’s extension theorem for com- 
pletely positive maps [2], because the completely positive maps are those 
which are K-positive with K the cone of completely positive maps in 
B(B(X), X). There is another characterization which is perhaps more 
interesting, namely, q3 is completely positive if and only if 4 is positive on 
the cone (A 6 F)+ generated by positive operators in the algebraic tensor 
product. Since (A @ F) + = A + 6 F + whenever A is an abelian C*- 
algebra we thus recover the result of Neumark [9] and Stinespring [ 111 
that every positive map from an abelian C*-algebra into B(X) is 
automatically completely positive. In the case when A is the complex m x m 
matrices M, and B(Z) = M,, 4 is closely related to the mn x mn matrix 
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(d(eU)), eij being the usual matrix units in M,, studied by Choi [3]. In 
particular, his characterization of completely positive maps as those for 
which the matrix is positive, is a direct consequence of the above charac- 
terization of completely positive maps in B(A, 2). 
While our definition of K-positive maps is rather abstract, our (perhaps) 
main result, Theorem 3.6, describes them more concretely, as it says that 
4EW, *I+ is K-positive if and only if it belongs to the closed cone in 
B(A, 2)’ generated by maps CI 0 4 with a a map in B(B(%), ~9’)’ belong- 
ing to a cone Kd called the adjoint cone of K, and 4 is a completely positive 
map of A into B(H). In the case when K= @B(X), 2)’ we thus obtain a 
characterization of all maps in B(A, .X)’ which have extensions in 
B(B(X), A?)‘. From this it follows that if A is a nuclear C*-algebra then 
every map in B(A, H)’ has an extension in B(B(X), A?)‘. 
I am happy to express my gratitude to J. Tomiyama for his careful 
reading of the manuscript and some useful suggestions, and to G. Robinson 
for pointing out a mistake in an early version of Proposition 3.15. 
2. CONES OF MAPS 
In this section we shall define and prove the basic results on the cones 
studied in this paper. We first introduce some notation. Following [4] an 
operator system is a norm closed self-adjoint linear set A of bounded 
operators on a Hilbert space X containing the identity operator on ~$7. We 
denote by A 0 B(Z) the norm closed subspace of the C*-algebraic tensor 
product B(X) 0 B(S) generated by tensors a 0 6, a E A, b E B(X), using 
the spatial C*-cross norm. We denote by (A@B(X))+ (resp. 
(A @B(S)),,) the positive (resp. self-adjoint) operators in A 0 B(Z). We 
denote by Y or Y(S) the set of trace class operators on 2 with the norm 
llhll r = Tr((h*h)“‘), where Tr is the usual trace on B(X) normalized to be 
one on minimal projections. Then F is the predual B(p), of B(X) under 
the identification (x, h) = Tr(xh) for XE B(2), h E Y. We denote by 
AOY the algebraic tensor product of A and Y and denote by A & Y its 
Banach space closure under the projective norm defined by 
llxll =inf f IIu~II Jbill,:x= i ai@bi, UiEA, biEF . 
{ i=l r=l i 
We denote by (A 6 F)+ (resp. (A 6 f),) the closure of 
(A@T)n(A@B(A?))+ (rev. (A 0s) n (A 0 B(*)),,), and by 
A + & F + the norm closed cone in A & Y spanned by tensors a 0 b with 
UEA+(= AnB(S’)+) and bEF+ =FnB(X)+. We denote by x+x’ 
the transpose map of B(X) with respect o some orthonormal basis. Then t 
is an anti-automorphism of order 2. 
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We denote by B(A, 2) the set of bounded linear maps of A into B(X). 
B(A, X)+ shall denote the positive linear maps in B(A, X), i.e., those 4 
for which UEA+ implies Q(u)E B(X)+. If A = B(X) we simplify notation 
and write B2(X) for B(B(X), Z’) and B’(X)’ for B(B(X), Z)‘. 
Following Arveson [Z] the BW-topology on B(A, X) is described as 
follows. For r > 0 let B,(A, X) be the ball for radius r in B(A, 2) and say 
a net {q5,, } in B,(A, X) converges to q5 in B,(A, 2) if #,,(a) -+$(a) weakly 
for all SEA. The BW-topology consists of those (open) sets %! in B(A, X) 
for which % n B,(A, X) is open in B,(A, 2) in the relative point-weak 
topology for all r > 0. The main results we shall need are that the unit ball 
in B(A, X) is BW-compact and that B(A, 2) is a dual space such that the 
BW-topology is the w*-topology. The duality is described in our next 
result. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A be an operator system and X a Hilbert space. Then 
there is an isometric isomorphism q5 -+ $ between B(A, 2”) and (A 6 9)* 
given by 
$ ( ,f aiBh<) = i Tr(d(ai) &I, i a,@b,E AOf. 
,=I i= 1 ,=I 
Furthermore, 6 E B(A, Y?‘)’ if and only (f 4 is positive on A + 6 Y+. 
Proof: Since b + b’ is an isometry on Y the first statement is standard. 
Since an operator x E B(X) is positive if and only if Tr(xb) > 0 for all 
b E F+ the second statement follows immediately from the definition of 4. 
Q.E.D. 
The cone A+ 6 Y+ is usually difficult to study. It is not even 
understood when A = Y = M,, the complex 3 x 3 matrices. However, if A 
is an abelian C*-algebra its structure is simple. 
LEMMA 2.2. Zf A is an abelian C*-algebra then (A 6 r) + = A + 6 F ’ 
Proof Let x=Ca,@b,E(AQY)+. To show XEA+ @‘p/l’ it s&ices 
to show (10 e)x( 10 e) E A + 6 Y + for all finite dimensional projections 
e E B(X). We may thus assume X is finite dimensional, say Y = M,. We 
also consider A as a contained in its second dual A* *. Since A* * is an 
abelian von Neumann algebra we can for each E>O find projections 
e,,..., e,EA** with sum 1 and il,~c such that IIu,-C~=~ I,e, I/ <E. 
Rearranging the sum x = C ai@ bi and adding a small multiple of 1 if 
necessary, we can approximate x arbitrarily well by positive operators of 
the form Cr=, ek Q ck E (A** @M,) +. Since the ek are mutually 
orthogonal ck E M,f for all k, so C ek 0 ck E (A* *)+ @ M,+ It follows that 
XE((A**)+ @ M,+)n(A 6 M,). 
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But this intersection equals A + 6 M,+ since A + 6 M,+ is a norm closed 
convex cone in A 6 M, which is weak-* dense in (A**) + & IV,+. Thus 
XEA+ @ 9+, and we have shown (A 6 Y) + c A + @ 5 +. Since the 
opposite inclusion is obvious the proof is complete. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A mapping cone is a BW-closed subcone K# (0) of 
B2(H)+ which has a BW-dense subset of ultraweakly continuous maps 
and which is invariant in the sense that if c1 E K and a, b E B(S) then the 
map 
x + aa(bxb*) a* 
belongs to K. 
To simplify notation we shall often write Ada for the map x--f axa*. 
Three important cones are mapping cones as we next proceed to show. For 
this we introduce the following notation: CP(%) = (a E B2(X)+: ~5 2 0 on 
(B(Z) 6 S)’ }, S(X) is the BW-closed cone generated by all maps of the 
form 
x+ i oi(x)ai, 
i=I 
where oi is a positive linear functional of B(X)), and ai E B(p) +, i = l,..., n. 
The notation corresponds to the fact, which will be shown later, 
Theorem 3.2, that CP(X) is the set of completely positive maps in 
B2(#‘) +, and S(X) is the mapping cone generated by the states of B(S). 
LEMMA 2.4. The cones B’(H)‘, CP(X), and S(X) are all mapping 
cones. Furthermore, if K is any mapping cone then S(X) c Kc B2(Z) +. 
Proof. Since the ultraweakly continuous states are w*-dense in the state 
space of B(X), see, e.g., [7, 4.3.93, it is clear that S(X) is a mapping cone. 
To show that the other two cones are mapping cones we note that they 
are trivially seen to be invariant cones, so it remains to show that the 
ultraweakly continuous maps are dense. If a E B’(X), a is a BW-limit of 
maps Ade o a with e a finite-dimensional projection, hence it sufficies to 
show that the ultraweakly continuous maps are dense in B(B(X), C”) and 
in C,=(atzB(S),@“):B>O on (B(&‘)@M,)+}, where M, is the com- 
plex n x n matrices. If V is a vector space with a cone V+ we consider 
( V, V+ ) as a partially ordered vector space. Let A, and A, be the partially 
ordered vector spaces 
A, = (B(X)OM,, B(X)+ @MT), 
A,=(B(WOJ4,, (B(WOM,)+). 
Note that by Lemma 2.1, A, represents B(B(&), C”) +, and by definition 
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A2 represents C,. By [6, Lemma 1.11 Al and A2 are order-unit spaces with 
10 1 as order-unit, cf. [ 11. Let Bi be the subspace of Ai defined by 
where C(X) denotes the compact operators on 2. Let Si be the set of 
states of Bi. Since each norm-continuous linear functional on C(X) has an 
ultraweakly continuous extension to B(X) the states in Si all extend to 
ultraweakly continuous states of Ai. By the ultraweak density of Bi in Ai an 
operator x E Ai is positive if and only if p(x) > 0 for all p E S,. Thus S, is 
what is called a full set of states and thus is w*-dense in the set of states of 
Ai, see proof of [7,4.3.9]. Since the maps C(E B(B(S), @“) with &E Si are 
ultraweakly continuous, and the w*-topology and the BW-topology coin- 
cide, it follows that both B’(X) + and CP(X) are mapping cones. 
Finally, let K be a mapping cone. Let c1 E K be ultraweakly continuous. 
Let p be a one dimensional projection in B(X) with c(( p) # 0. If q is any 
one-dimensional projection in B(X) let u be a partial isometry with 
11% = p, vu* = q. Let o&x) = Tr(xq). Then cc(u*xv) = w,(x) a(p) for 
x E B(X). From this observation it is now trivial to show that S(X) c K. 
Since the inclusion Kc B2(X)+ is obvious the proof is complete. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let c( E B’(X) ’ be ultraweakly continuous. We say CI 
is of finite type if there is a finite-dimensional projection e such that 
c(( 1) = a(e) d l(c((I e. Then CI = Ade 0 ~10 Ade and u restricts to a map in 
B2(eZ’)+. Furthermore, if e can be chosen so that in addition e is the 
range projection of a( 1) and the restriction of CI to B(eX) is a linear 
isomorphism of B(eX) onto itself, we say x is a local isomorphism. 
LEMMA 2.6. If K is a mapping cone then the local isomorphisms with sup- 
ports commuting with t are BW-dense in K. 
Proof. If c1 is ultraweakly continuous and (e,) is an increasing net of 
finite-dimensional projections with eY = eb converging strongly to 1 then the 
maps Ade, 0 tx 0 Ade, are of finite type and converge to CI in the BW- 
topology. Thus, to prove the lemma we may assume X = C”. First, we 
show there is a linear isomorphism in S(@“). Since M, is spanned by M,+ 
and each set of n2 + 1 positive matrices is linearly dependent there must 
exist a basis {aii: i,j= l,..., n} for M, with aiiE A4:. Similarly M,* (z M,) 
also has a basis consisting of n2 states wO, i,j= l,..., n. Then the linear map 
M, + M,, x + (o&x)) is a linear isomorphism, and hence in particular 
surjective. But then the map 
B(x) = f Q+(x) a, 
i,j= I 
580/66.2-l 
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is a linear isomorphism of M,, onto itself belonging to S(C). Let E > 0 and 
a E K. Scaling /I we may assume ll/?ll < s/2. If a(x) + B(x) = 0 for some x # 0 
then - 1 E Sp(P-‘cr)-the spectrum of P-la. Since Sp(/I-‘a) is finite there is 
1 E [4, $1 such that - 14 1 Sp(p-‘cl) = Sp(@-‘a). Thus Isp-‘c~(x) # -x for 
all x # 0, and y = a + n-‘fi is a linear isomorphism of M,, onto itself satisfy- 
ing lb. - YII =A-’ IlDll <E. Since /I E S(C) c K by Lemma 2.4, y E K, com- 
pleting the proof. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let K be a mapping cone in B’(Z)+ and let A be an 
operator system. Then we denote by P(A, K) the set 
P(A, K) = {x E (A 6 F)su: z@a(x)~(A@B(Af))+ VaEK), 
where z denotes the identity map. It is implicit in the next lemma that 
P(A, K) is well defined. 
LEMMA 2.8. In the above notation P(A, K) is a proper norm closed con- 
vex cone in A 6 F containing the cone A + &I F + . 
Proof: Since IJbJI < llbll, for all bE9, if aEB2(S) and 
Cai@biEAQT, we have 
< lbll 1 IIaill Ilbill,. 
It follows that llz@a(x)Ij < I(aIJ I/XII f or x E A @ 5. In particular 10 a is a 
bounded map of A & Y into A @ B(X), and so P(A, K) is well defined 
and closed. Since it is trivially a convex cone it remains to show it is 
proper. For this let XE P(A, K) be such that i @a(x) = 0 for all a E K. If 
o E A* we have w @ a(x) = 0 for all a E K. Since S(X) c K by Lemma 2.4 
w@p(x) = 0 for all states p on B(X) and WE A*. Since these functionals 
span a w*-dense subspace of (A 6 5)*, x = 0. In particular, if 
x E P(A, K) n ( - P(A, K)) then 
I~a(x)E(A6B(~))+n(-(A~B(~))+)= (0) 
for a E K. Thus x = 0 and P(A, K) is a proper cone. Since it is trivial that 
P(A, K) 3 A + 6 Y + the proof is complete. 
As we have noted it is often useful to cut down by finite-dimensional 
projections. If XC A 6 5 and e is a projection in B(s) we write 
(1 @ e)X( 10 e) for the closure of the set of elements C ai @ ebie in A 6 5 
with Cai @ bi E X. We next prove two technical results along these lines. 
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LEMMA 2.9. Let K be a mapping cone in B’(X)+ and e a finite-dimen- 
sional projection in B(X). If A is an operator system then 10 e is an interior 
point of the subcone (10 e) P(A, K)( 10 e) of P( A, K). 
Proof. Let a E K. By the proof of Lemma 2.8 II I @ aI1 < llall as a map of 
A 6 Y into A@ B(X). Let x E (A &I Y), with x = (1 @e)x( 1 Be) and 
llxll < 1. Let (e,) be an increasing net of finite dimensional projections in 
B(X) converging strongly to 1 and e, > e for all y. Then 
I 0 (Ade, 0 N)(X) + z@tl(x) strongly. Fix y and let fdenote the range pro- 
jection of Ade, 0 a(e). Since f is tinite dimensional there exists a > 0 in 
fB(.#)f such that a(Ade, 0 a(e)) a =f Let a, = Ada 0 Ade, 0 a 0 Ade. Then 
we have 
Since a,(e) =f, IJay II = 1, hence l/l 0 a, I( d 1. In particular l/z @ cr,(x)ll < 1. 
Since r 0 LX,(X) E (1 Of)(A @ B(c%))( 1 of), it follows that 
1 of+ 2 0 q,(X) > 0. 
Since a is invertible in fB(Z)f 
Since Ade, 0 a-+ a point-strongly ~@cr(l @e+x)>O. Now CI was an 
arbitrary map in K. Thus 10 e + x E P(A, K). Since x was an arbitrary 
element in (z@e)(A 6 F),,( 1 Oe) with l\xlI < 1, 1 @e is an interior point 
of(lOe)P(A, K)(l@e). Q.E.D. 
Let Bx A be another operator system. Since Y considered as a Banach 
space has the approximation property, we may consider A &J 5 as a sub- 
space of B 6% Y. Thus the next lemma makes sense. 
LEMMA 2.10. Let A c B be operator systems on the same Hilbert space. 
Let K be a mapping cone in B’(s)+. Suppose e is a projection in B(Z) with 
e’=e. Then 
(l@e)P(A,K)(l@e)=(l@e)P(B,K)(l@e)n(A@F). 
Proof. Let P,” = (1 @e) P(A, K)( 10 e) and similarly for B. If x E Pf 
then x E P( A, K), so 
t@a(x)E(A@B(X))+s(B@B(Z))+ for all a E K. 
Thus x E P( B, K), hence x E Pf , so that P,” c P,” n (A @ Y). Conversely 
suppose x~Ptn(A 6 Y). Then t@a(x)~(B@B(%))+ for all aeK. But 
x E A 6 Y-, so that z 0 a(x) E A 0 B(Z). Therefore 
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~Q~(x)E(BQBB(~))+~(AQB(~))=(AQB(~))+ for all LY E K, 
and x E P( A, K), hence in P,” . Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 2.11. Let K be a mapping cone in B2(S) + and A an 
operator system. Then a map cj E B(A, ti) is said to be K-positive if $ is 
positive on the cone P(A, K), or equivalently by Lemma 2.1, if 
$, ‘W4(ai) 4) 2 0 whenever i ai 0 bi E P( A, K). 
i= 1 
Since P(A, K) 3 A + & F + it is immediate from Lemma 2.1 that each K- 
positive map is positive. We first show that the property of being K-positive 
is in a natural sense an isomorphism invariant. 
LEMMA 2.12. For i= 1,2, let Ai be an operator system and & a Hilbert 
space. Suppose z is a *-isomorphism of B(& ) onto B(Z2) commuting with 
the transpose map. Suppose Big Ai is a C*-algebra and /I a *-isomorphism of 
B, onto B2 such that P(A ,) = AZ. Let K, be a mapping cone in B2($) + and 
let K2=(zoaor-1:aEK1). Then K2 is a mapping cone and a map 
QEB(A~,~~~) is K,-positive if and only if 7-l o~o/?EB(A,,~EL;) is K,- 
positive. 
Proof: Clearly K, is a mapping cone. We have 
P(A2,K2)={x~A2&~(~2):t@a(x)~(A2@B(~2))+,Vcr~K2} 
= (PQ~(y):y-b 6 St&), (BOT)~ (GO-‘~W) 
EPQT(A,QB(&))+, V~EK,} 
= {BQ$y):yN @ y(8), (PQt)o (~QP)(Y) 
E~QT(A~QB(~))+,VPEK~} 
=DQV(A,, K,)). 
If d E B(A2, X2) the assumption z 0 t = t 0 t implies 
(r-1040fl)-(xai@bi)=Tr(r-10q50j3(ai)b:) 
= TN 0 Hai) r(bi)‘) 
for all C ai @ b, E AQY. By the first paragraph then, 4 is K,-positive if and 
only if T-’ 0 q5 0 /I is K,-positive Q.E.D. 
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3. EXTENSION OF POSITIVE MAPS 
In this section we prove the extension theorems for positive maps alluded 
to in the Introduction. The first result shows that K-positive maps have K- 
positive extensions. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A c B be operator systems on the same Hilbert space, 
and let K be a mapping cone in B’(X)+. Then each K-positive map 
q4 E B(A, 2) has a K-positive extension in B( B, &‘). 
Proof: Let (e,) be an increasing net of finite-dimensional projections in 
B(S) converging strongly to 1 and satisfying ek = eY. Let qSy = Ade, 0 4. 
Then q5? is K-positive, for if x=Ca,@b,EP(A, K) then 
C ai 0 ej, b,e, E P(A, K) by the invariance of K, hence 
?,(x) = c We,4(4 e,b:) 
= 1 Tr(d(ai)(e,bie,)‘) 
By Lemma 2.9 1 @e, is an interior point in P:, = (10 eY) P(A, K)( 1 @e,) as 
well as in P,“,, and $, is positive on Pt., since Pt, c P(A, K). By Lemma 2.10 
it follows from a theorem of Krein and Rutman [lo, 5.41 that $? has an 
extension $, E (B @ Y)* which is positive on Pt,. Let tiY be the 
corresponding map in B(B, Z). Note that since B is self-adjoint and 1 is an 
order unit for B,,, if q E B( B, 2) + then llrlll G2 /I~IB,,II =2 ll~(1)ll. 
Therefore by Lemma 2.1 ll11/,11 62 II$,U)ll =2 lM,(~)II 62 ll~U)ll = 4l~ll, 
so the net ($,) is uniformly bounded. Let $ be a BW-limit point of the net 
in B(B, X), say the subnet ($,,) converges to $. If XE A then 
e(x) = weak lim I(/Jx) = weak lim Q)Jx) =6(x), 
so $ is an extension of 4. Furthermore, + is K-positive, for if 
x=Cai@biEP(B, K) then (l@ee,)x(l@ee,)EP[ for all y, hence 
1 Tr($(ai) 6:) = lim 1 Tr($Ja,) b:) 
= lim c Tr(ll/,.(a,)(e,,b,e,,)‘) 
= lim $,((l 8 eyS)x( 1Be,,)) 
3 0. 
Q.E.D. 
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Let A be an operator system and 4 E B(A, %). Then 4 is said to be com- 
pletely positive if 4 @ 1, E B(A @ M,, X Q C”) + for all n E N, where 1, is the 
identity map on M,. We denote the set of completely positive maps by 
CP(A, X). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A be an operator system and 2 a Hilbert space. Then 
the set of completely positive maps in B’(X)’ equals the mapping cone 
CP(X) of Lemma 2.4. Furthermore, $4 E B(A, %) the following three con- 
ditions are equivalent: 
(i) 4 is completely positive. 
(ii) & is positive on the cone (A 6 F) + in A 6 5. 
(iii) 4 is CP(X)-positive. 
Proofi We first show (i)o(ii) under the assumption that Z is finite 
dimensional. Say B(X) = M,,. We define a bilinear map rc: M, 0 M,, + M, 
by 
IT xai@bi =za,b:. 
( 1 
Then Tr 0 II is a positive linear functional. Indeed 
Tro~((~aiQbr)(~ajQh,)*) 
= c Tr 0 x(aiaj+ @ bib:) 
= 1 Tr(a,a,? b,*‘b:) = c Tr(b:ai)(bjaj)*) 
=5((~b~ai)(~bj~j)*)>0. 
Suppose $ is completely positive. Then 4, = q5@ I, is a positive map of 
A@MM, into M,@M,. Let CaiQbi~(AOM,)+. Then by the above 
= C Tr 0 x(#(ai) @ bi) 
proving (ii). 
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Conversely suppose 4 is positive on (A Q M,) +. Let m E N and consider 
4 Ql ,,,: A@M,,,-+M,@M,,,. Let UEA, b, dg M, and CE M,. If Tr, 
denotes the usual trace on Mk we have, 
(~Ql,)“((~Qb)Q(cQd))=Tr,QTr,(4Q~m(~Qb)(C’Q~)) 
= $(aQ c) Tr,(M). 
(1) 
Assume AcB(X) and let {eq: i,j= l,..., m} and {fk,: k, I= l,..., n} be the 
usual matrix units for M, and M,, respectively. Let x E ((A Q M,) Q 
(M,QM,))+. Then x=yy* with 
X = yy* = c bii’kkrrr, Q e;T 8fkk.Q err', 
ii’kk’rr’ 
where 
(2) 
It follows that 
b;i,kk,rr, = z aijklrs @ik,w., E A. 
C 
ii’kk’ 
bii’kk’ii’ Qfkk’ = g izk, a~/c/isaF,k’/;‘,s Qfk.sfsk 
= 1 (1 avkIis @fks)( c ai.jksws Qfr.)* 
j/s ik i’k’ 
> 0. (3) 
Since $20 on (AQM,)+ we thus have from (1) (2) and (3) 
(4 8 &)“(x) = c &bii’kk’rr’ Qfkt) Tr,,deii.e,,,) 
ii’kk’rr’ 
= iig 6(bii’kk’ii’ Q fkk’) 2 0. 
In particular, by Lemma 2.1 4 Q 1, is a positive map, so that q5 is com- 
pletely positive. 
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We have thus shown (i)e (ii) under the assumption that 2 is finite 
dimensional. Let (e,) be an increasing net of finite-dimensional projections 
in B(Z) converging strongly to 1 and satisfying ei = e,. Then 4 is com- 
pletely positive if and only if Me, 0 4 is completely positive for all y, hence 
by the first part of the proof if and only if (A&, 0 +)“a0 on 
(A & e,Fe,)+ for all y. If x=Cai@6,~(AOY)+ then 
Since the right side clearly converges to J(x), it follows that $2 0 on 
(A 6 Y)+ if and only if (Me, 0 4)“> 0 on (A @ e,Fe,) + for all y, hence if 
and only if 4 is completely positive. Thus (i)o (ii). 
Note that in the special case when A = B(s) we have shown that 
CP(B(Z),Z)= {~EB*(H):~>O~~(B(~)~~)+) 
so by Lemma 2.4 CP(B(Z), Z) is the mapping cone CP(Z). By an easy 
application of Stinespring’s theorem [ 111 each ultraweakly continuous 
map in CP(X) is a countable sum of maps of the form Ada, UE B(X). 
Thus 
P(A, CP(X))= {x+4 6 Y)srr: loAdu(x)E(A@B(~))+, VUEB(X)} 
= (A 6 9--)+. 
Thus (ii) o (iii). Q.E.D. 
Using Theorem 3.2 we can obtain two classical results on completely 
positive maps. If we combine Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 2.2 we obtain the 
following result due to Neumark [9] and Stinespring [ll]. 
COROLLARY 3.3. If A is an ubeliun P-algebra then B(A, X)’ = 
CP(A, &‘). 
If we combine Theorems 3.2 and 3.1 we obtain Arveson’s extension 
theorem [2]. 
COROLLARY 3.4. If A is an operator system on X then each map in 
CP(A, 2’) has an extension in CP(B(X), H). 
Remark 3.5. In the special case when A=M, and B(X)= Al,, 
Theorem 3.2 is equivalent to a result of Choi [3]. To see this let 
’ /ey: 1 G&J ‘<m} be the usual matrix units in M,. Let 4~ B(M,, C”) and 
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Then 
&x)=Tr,,W), VXEM,OM,, 
where Tr, is the usual trace on Mk for k~ N. Indeed, let 
a = c;I=, aklekl E Mm with ak( E C. Then if b E M, we have 
Tr,,(h(aO 6))= c Tr,(eqa) Tr,(b(ej;Yb) ii 
= 1 aji Tr,(d(ej;) b’) 
= Tr,(d(a) b’) 
=&aOb), 
proving the assertion. By Theorem 3.2, 4 is completely positive if and only 
if J>O on (M,@M,)+, hence if and only if h 3 0. Since 
is the matrix which Choi associated with 4, we recover his result that 4 is 
completely positive if and only if h’ 3 0. 
Let a E B2(X)’ be a map of finite type (cf. Definition 2.5), and let e be a 
finite-dimensional projection such that a( 1) = a(e) < /a(1 e. Then c1 restricts 
to a map in B2(eX), i.e., a can be considered as a bounded operator on the 
Hilbert space B(eZ’) with inner product defined by the trace. Thus a has 
an adjoint a* as an operator on B(eX), which is easily seen to be positive. 
Replacing a* by c1* 0 Ade, a* becomes a map of finite type in B2(X) +. We 
denote by ad the map t 0 a* 0 t, and note that add = a. 
If K is a mapping cone in B2(X’) + the maps of finite type are BW-dense 
in K by Lemma 2.6. Let Kd be the BW-closure of the maps ad with a of 
finite type in K. Then Kd is a mapping cone such that Kdd = K. Kd is called 
the adjoint cone of K. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let A be an operator system and K a mapping cone in 
B2(X)‘. Let C, denote the BW-closed cone in B(A, S) generated by all 
maps of the form a 0 JI with a in the adjoint cone Kd of K and Ic/ E CP(A, Y). 
Then a map $ E B(A, .X’) is K-positive if and only if 4 E CK. 
To prove the theorem we shall need two preliminary results. 
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LEMMA 3.7. Let u E B2(Z)’ be of finite type. Let N denote the null 
space of a and let 
N, = {a E B(X): Tr(ab) is dejked and equal to 0, Vb EN}. 
Then N, = a*(B(&‘)). 
Proof: Let e be a finite-dimensional projection such that a restricts to a 
map in B2(eX)+ and a(1 -e) =O. Then N, c eB(X) e. Now a* is the 
extension of the adjoint of a 1 B(e#) obtained by composition with Ade. 
Thus from the formula r( T*) = 1 - n(T) = n(T)’ for T a bounded operator, 
where r and n denote the range and null spaces respectively, it follows that 
N, = B(eX) n N(a ( B(eX))’ = r(a*). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let a E B’(X) be a local isomorphism (see Definition 2.5) 
with support commuting with t. Let A be an operator system and let 
P,= {xE(A 6 F)So: z@a”(x)>O}. 
If ~EB(A,W is such that 3 is positive on P, then there exists 
$ E CP(A, SF) such that 4 = a 0 I(I. 
Proof: Let e be a finite-dimensional projection such that et= e and a 
restricts to a linear isomorphism of B(eX) onto itself and a( 1 -e) = 0. Let 
N denote the null space of ad and let x E (AO(Nn F)),, i.e., x is self- 
adjoint and x = C ai@ bi with aiE A, b,E Nn 5. Then z@ad(x) = 0, so 
+x E P,. Therefore & f x) 2 0, and so J(x) = 0. 
Let b E N n F, and a G A be self-adjoint. Then by the above, 
Tr(d(a) b’) = $(a@ b) = 0. (4) 
Let f be a finite-dimensional projection such that f=f’> e, and let 
x=x ai@biE P,. Then 
l@ad( a, ) C .@fbif = C ai 0 ad(fbif) = C ai 0 ad( bi) > 0, 
so C ai@fiifE P,. Thus if @fe B(A, %) is defined by #,(a) =f#(a) f then 
$ff(x) = 1 ‘Wf#(aJ fifb:) =C Tr(#(aAJbif 1’) 
so JY is positive on P,. Therefore q5f satisfies (4). Since #,(a) E F for all 
a E A, and Nn F is weakly dense in N, Tr(d,(a) 6’) = 0 for all a E A, b E N. 
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Now b’ belongs to the null space of ad 0 t for all b E N. Thus by Lemma 3.7, 
bI(A) c (ad 0 t)*(B(X)) = a 0 t(B(X)) = B(eX). 
Since this holds for all finite dimensional projections f such that f=f >/ e, 
40 I= 4e-m. 
Since a is an isomorphism on B(eX)), we define a ~’ in B2(Z’) to be the 
inverse of a on B(eX) composed with Me. Let $ = a - * 0 4. Then 
$ E B(A, A?) since d(A) c B(eX). We show (6~ CP(A, 2). For this let 
x=Ca,@b;E(A 6 F)+. Since e*=e, 
~@a” xai@(a-‘)d(bi) 
( 
=(~@Ade)(x)~(A@ll(X))+ 
so that C ai@ (ap’)d(bi)E P,. Since $ is positive on P, we have 
= c Tr(q5(ai)(a-I)* 0 t(bi)) 
= C Wd(ai)(a - ’ Jd(b;)‘) 
By Theorem 3.2 $ is completely positive. Since 4 = CI 0 $ the proof is com- 
plete. 
Proof of Theorem 3.6. Suppose 0 E C,. To show q5 is K-positive it suf- 
fices by density of maps of finite type in Kd to consider 4 of the form 
4 = a 0 $ with a E Kd of finite type and II/ E CP(A, 2). Note that since 
adEK, if x=Ca,@biEP(A,K) then Cai@ad(bi)E(A @fS,+. Thus we 
have 
i(x) = 1 %a 0 rCl(ai) 4) 
= 1 Tr(N4 ad(biY) 
since II/ is completely positive, see Theorem 3.2. Thus 4 is K-positive. 
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By Lemma 2.6 C, is generated by maps a 0 $ with a E Kd a local 
isomorphism with support commuting with t and $ E CP(A, Y?). For each 
a E Kd let P, be as in Lemma 3.8. Then 
P(A,K)= n PE=n (P d : a E Kd a local isomorphism}. 
aeKd 
Thus the dual cone of P(A, K) in (A 6 T)* is the closed cone spanned by 
all dual cones of the P,‘s with a E Kd a local isomorphism. Hence it is the 
w*-closure of all affme combinations C &a with &a positive on P,. If (4,) is 
a net in B(A, &‘) then &, + 4 E B(A, X) in BW-topology if and only if 
&, + $ in w*-topology. Thus by Lemma 3.8, if 4 is K-positive then 
$ = w*-lim {I $, : i,> 0 on P, a local isomorphism in Kd] 
u. 
= w*-lim C (~10 tin)-: a local isomorphism in K“, $, E CP(A, &‘) 
a 
=w*-lim{(~ao$~)-: a local isomorphism in K”, $. E CP(A, %‘) . 
Thus we have 
$ = BW-lim c a 0 tj.:: a local isomorphism in K”, $a E CP(A, 2) , 
and q5~ CK. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.9. P(B(X), B’(X)‘) = B(X)+ 6 Y+. 
Proof: By definition if aEB’(Z’) then &a0 on P(B(X), B2(Z)‘) if 
and only if a is B’(2)+-positive, which by Theorem 3.6 is equivalent to 
a E B2(&‘)‘, which by Lemma 2.1 is equivalent to B > 0 on B(X)+ & Y+. 
Since B2(%‘)=(B(X’) & Y)* and P(B(S), B2(Z)+)1B(X)+ 6 F+ 
the Hahn-Banach theorem thus implies the conclusion of the lemma. 
Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 3.10. Let A be an operator system acting on X. A map 
4~4-4 2)’ is said to be extendible if 4 has an extension in 
B(wf-1, W’. 
THEOREM 3.11. Let A be an operator system acting on a Hilbert space 
X. Let S? be a Hilbert space such that dim X G dim #. Let 4 E B(A, SF)‘. 
Then the foIlowing three conditions are equivalent: 
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(i) q3 is extendible. 
(ii) 4 is B’(Z)+-positiue. 
(iii) 4 belongs to the BW-closed cone spanned by all maps of the form 
o! 0 y5 E B(A, X)+ with QE B2(X)‘, II/ E CP(A, 2). 
Prooj (i)* (ii). Let u be an isometry of .X into 2 and let 
A”=uAu* +@l, and let /I be the map of B(X) onto B(X) given by 
p(x) = u*xu. Suppose 4 is an extension of q5 in B(B(X), X) +. Then 
4 0 b E B2(#) and is an extension of 4 o /I considered as a map in 
B(A”, 2)‘. By Lemma 3.9 (4 0 @“a0 on P(B(X), B2(X)+), hence so is 
by Lemma 2.10 its restriction (4 0 p)” to 
P(A”, B2(S)+)= P(B(X), B2(X)+)n (34 6 T). 
Suppose x=~a,Obi~(A~~),, and t@a(x)30 for all ccgB’(X)+. 
Then (u@l)x(u*@l)=~uaiu*@b,~A”@~, and 
z@a((u@l)x(u*@l))=(Adu@~)~(~@a)(x)~(B(X’)@B(&’))+. 
Thus (u@ l)x(u* @ 1) E P(a, B2(&‘)‘), hence by the previous paragraph 
o~(~~B)-((~ol)x(~*~.1)) 
= 1 Tr(t$(u*(uaju*) u) b:) 
= c Wdaj) bi) 
= i(x). 
Since this holds for all x E P(A, B’(X)‘) n (AOF) it is immediate that 
$2 0 on P(A, B2(X)+), hence that 1+4 is B*(X)+-positive. 
The implication (ii) * (i) follows from Theorem 3.1, and (ii)o (iii) from 
Theorem 3.6. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.12. For i= 1,2, let Ai be an operator system acting on a 
Hilbert space x and let q be a Hilbert space such that 
dim & = dim X2 > dim K. Suppose Bi is a C*-algebra acting on x and 
containing Ai, i = 1,2, and that /I is a *-isomorphism of B, onto B, such that 
/?(A,) = AZ. Then all maps in B(A, , & )’ are extendible if and only if all 
maps in B(A,, %*) f are extendible. 
Proof: In the notation of Lemma 2.12 a map q5 E B(A2, X2)+ is 
B2(X2)+-positive if and only if r-l 0 Q 0 /I in B(A,, ZI)+ is B’(&)‘- 
positive. Thus the corollary is immediate from Theorem 3.11. Q.E.D. 
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Remark 3.13. It is important that dim X <dim # in Theorem 3.11. 
Indeed it was pointed out by Woronowicz [13] that all maps in By+ 
are decomposable, i.e., they are sums of maps of the form ~1 and /? O t, with 
a, p E CP(C*). Since it was shown by Woronowicz [ 133 that not all maps 
in B(M,, C2)+) are decomposable, and each B2(C2)+-positive maps is 
decomposable by an easy application of Theorem 3.6, the implication 
(i) * (ii) of Theorem 3.11 does not hold. 
Recall that a C*-algebra A is called nuclear if A @B has a unique C*- 
cross norm for all C*-algebras B. By a theorem of Effros and Lance [4] 
the second dual of a nuclear C*-algebra is injective, i.e., there exists a pro- 
jection of norm one of the bounded operators onto it. We next show that 
positive maps from nuclear C*-algebras into B(X) are extendible. We 
leave the problem open for general C*-algebras, but we incline to believe it 
is false. It was pointed out to us by U. Haagerup that the proof below 
shows that the result is true for the so-called WEP-algebras of Lance [8]. 
THEOREM 3.14. Let A be a nuclear F-algebra acting on a Hilbert space. 
Then all maps in B(A, 2) + are extendible. 
Proof: Let A act on the Hilbert space X, and assume A** acts on the 
Hilbert space 9. Then dim X < dim 9. If X’ is a Hilbert space containing 
2 we may consider a map 4 E B(A, X) ’ as a map in B(A, Z’) +. If 
4~ B(B(W, 2 1 ’ + is an extension of 4 then with p the orthogonal projec- 
tion of Z’ onto Z, Adp o 4 is an extension of 4 in B(B(X), Z). We may 
thus increase 2 and assume dim .Z 2 dim 9 > dim X. Let B be the image 
of A in A**. Then each map in B(B, X)’ can be extended to a map in 
B(A**, 2)‘. Since A** is injective, A being nuclear, there is a projection 
rt of norm one of B(9) onto A**, hence each map CI in B(A * *, 2) + 
extends to B( B(3), X) + by c1 + 01 o rc. We have thus shown that all maps 
in B(B, 2) + are extendible. An application of Corollary 3.12 completes the 
proof. Q.E.D. 
Recall that a JC-algebra is a norm closed Jordan algebra of self-adjoint 
operators under the Jordan prroduct a 0 b = $(ab + ba). It is quite clear that 
the above theorem has a natural extension to JC-algebras. We next show 
that JC-algebras are crucial in this connection. 
PROPOSITION 3.15. Let A be an operator system of self-adjoint operators 
and B a simple unital JC-algebra. Denote by C*(A) and C*(B) the C*- 
algebras generated by A and B, respectively. Suppose 4 is a unital order- 
isomorphism of A onto B. Then 4 has a positive extension 4: C*(A) -+ C*(B) 
if and only if there exists a *-representation n of C*(A), which is order- 
isomorphic on A, such that n(A) is a JC-algebra. 
Proof: Suppose z exists. Then the map 4’: n(A) -+ B defined by 
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ti’(n(a)) = #(a) is an order-isomorphism between two JC-algebras, hence 4’ 
is a Jordan isomorphism [ 12, Theorem 5.21. In particular X(A) is a simple 
JC-algebra, so there exists by [S, Theorem 2.11 a positive projection 
P: C*(rc(A)) + C*(rc(A)) such that P(C*(n(A)),,) = n(A). Since clearly 
C*(n(A)) =rc(C*(A)) the map $=d’. P. x is the desired extension of 4. 
Conversely suppose 4: C*(A) + C*(B) is a positive extension of 4. 
Since B is simple there is by [S, Theorem 2.11 a positive projection 
Q: C*(B) -+ C*(B) such that Q(C*(B),,) = B. Let P= d--’ 0 Q 0 4. Then 
P: C*(A),, + A is positive, and if u E A then 
P(a) = 6’tQt&4)) = 61tQkWN = $-‘td(a)) = a, 
so P is a positive projection on C*(A) such that P(C*(A),,) = A. Consider 
C*(A) as contained in its second dual C*(A)**. Then P has a normal 
extension to a positive projection P on C*(A)** such that H(C*(A)z*) is 
the weak closure of A. Let e be the support projection of P. By [S, Lemma 
1.2(2)] e belongs to the commutant A’ of A, hence eE C*(A)‘. Thus P 
delines a faithful positive projection P’: eC*(A) -+eC*(A) such that 
P’(eC*(A),,) = eA by P’(ex) = eP(x). By [5, Theorem 1.43 eA is a JC-sub- 
algebra of eC*(A), and if a E A and ea 20, then a = p(ea) 2 0. Thus the 
*-representation z on C*(A) defined by 11(x) = ex satisfies the requirements 
of the proposition. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 3.16. We give an example of an operator system A c M, and 
a map in B(A, C2)+ which has no extension in B(M,, C2)+. A similar 
example has been given by Arveson [2, Appendix 23 when A c C( 7’) - the 
continuous complex functions on the circle group. Let 
Then A (or A + iA) is an operator system. It is easy to see that C*(A) = 44, 
and that 
Let S2 denote the real symmetric 2 x 2 matrices, and let 4: A -+ S, by 
4 ([I f p1) =(“=’ x:y)- 
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Then it is straightforward to show 4 is a unital order-isomorphism of A 
onto S1. Since A is not a JC-algebra 4 has no extension in B(M3, C*)+ by 
Proposition 3.15. 
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